NOTES:

1. SUITABLE FOR USE WITH Ø2.1mm OR Ø2.5mm DC PLUG.
2. RATED: 5A / 12V DC.
   LIFE: 5,000 INSERTIONS MINIMUM.
   INSULATION RESISTANCE BETWEEN ANY OPEN CONTACT
   >100MΩ @ 500V DC.
3. HOUSING MATERIAL: PBT 30% GF TO UL94 V-0 (3.2mm)
   (CHANG CHUN PLASTIC PBT4830)

Section AA

RoHS COMPLIANT

TOLERANCE
NO DEC. PLACE ±
1 DEC. PLACE ±
2 DEC. PLACE ±
HOLE Ø ±
ANGLES ±
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED
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DIMENSIONS IN MILLIMETERS UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED. WORK TO DIMENSIONS. REMOVE ALL BURRS. IF IN DOUBT ASK.
3rd ANGLE PROJECTION: DO NOT SCALE

MATERIAL: PBT / BRASS / PhBrz / BeCu
FINISH: AS MOULDED / SILVER PLATED TAGS

DRAWN: NJB
APPROVED: DPJ
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TITLE: DC10L SOCKET (SOLDER TAG)